ISSN 2227-7242 (Print), ISSN 2304-9685 (Online) Антропологічні виміри філософських досліджень, 2018, Вип. 14 Anthropological Measurements of Philosophical Research, 2018, NO 14 АНТРОПОЛОГІЧНА ПРОБЛЕМАТИКА В ІСТОРІЇ ФІЛОСОФІЇ doi: 10.15802/ampr.v0i14.150756 © A. V. Halapsis, 2018 UDC 1:292 A. V. HALAPSIS 1* 1*Dnipropetrovsk State University of Internal Affairs (Dnipro, Ukraine), e-mail prof.halapsis@gmail.com, ORCID 0000-0002-9498-5829 THE MEASURE OF ALL GODS: RELIGIOUS PARADIGMS OF THE ANTIQUITY AS ANTHROPOLOGICAL INVARIANTS Purpose of the article is the reconstruction of ancient Greek and ancient Roman models of religiosity as anthropological invariants that determine the patterns of thinking and being of subsequent eras. Theoretical basis. The author applied the statement of Protagoras that "Man is the measure of all things" to the reconstruction of the religious sphere of culture. I proceed from the fact that each historical community has a set of inherent ideas about the principles of reality, which found unique "universes of meanings". The historical space acquires anthropological properties that determine the specific mythology of the respective societies, as well as their spiritual successors. In particular, the religious models of ancient Greece and ancient Rome had a huge influence on formation of the worldview of the Christian civilization of the West. Originality. Multiplicity of the Olympic mythology contributed to the diversity of the expression forms of the Greek genius, which manifested itself in different fields of cultural activity, not reducible to political, philosophical or religious unity. The poverty of Roman mythology was compensated by a clear awareness of the unity of the community, which for all historical vicissitudes had always remained an unchanging ideal, and which was conceived as a reflection of the unity of the heavens. These two approaches to the divine predetermined the formation of two interacting, but conceptually different anthropological paradigms of Antiquity. Conclusions. Western concepts of divinity are invariants of two basic theological concepts – "Greek" (naturalism and paganism) and "Roman" (transcendentalism and henotheism). These are ideal types, so these two tendencies can co-exist in one society. The Roman trend continued to be realized by the anti-Roman religion, which took Roman forms and Roman name. Iconoclasm was a Byzantine version of the Reformation, promoted by the Isaurian emperors and failed due to the strong Hellenistic naturalistic lobby. Modern "Romans" are trying to get rid of the last elements of religious naturalism, and modern "Greeks" are trying to preserve the Hellenic elements in Christianity. Patterns can be transformed, but the observational view will still be able to ident ify their lineage. The developed model allows a deeper understanding of the culture of both ancient societies, as well as the outlook of Western man. Keywords: henotheism; polytheism; monotheism; man; Antiquity; religion; myth; paganism; anthropology Introduction As it is known, Oswald Spengler considered the religion to be the essence of every culture. Indeed, the people's theology (representing the story of its gods from the outside) unfolds (from the inside) as its anthropology, where correlation with the sacral allows for appropriate positioning of a person. From this, in particular, it follows that the study of the culture of certain peoples should begin with the reconstruction of their religious patterns. However, often the reconstructions, which are supposed to be working models, turn out to be only static models, more or less dexterously adapted to historical reality. Dissecting a foreign religion, the researcher is inclined to lose sight of the fact that it was filled with living acts of faith, without which all its charm disappears, integrity crumbles, and intimate depth transforms into a popular print. Starting from Modernism, the heaven jurisdiction is becoming increasingly limited, and in all areas of theoretical activity classified as "scientific", God's participation gradually shifts from the necessary, as in previous ages, towards the optional, and subsequently, completely undesirable. Already in Hegel, God is forced to put on the mask of the Absolute Spirit only in order to blend into the crowd of Friedrich Wilhelm III's subjects. Today, only a politician or a street preacher can speak of a divine presence in this world; still, perhaps, a theologian, and even then, not eve158 ISSN 2227-7242 (Print), ISSN 2304-9685 (Online) Антропологічні виміри філософських досліджень, 2018, Вип. 14 Anthropological Measurements of Philosophical Research, 2018, NO 14 АНТРОПОЛОГІЧНА ПРОБЛЕМАТИКА В ІСТОРІЇ ФІЛОСОФІЇ doi: 10.15802/ampr.v0i14.150756 © A. V. Halapsis, 2018 ryone. And although the rumors about the death of God turned out to be greatly exaggerated, nowadays no one of the sane people would ever think to compose a philosophy of history modeled after St. Augustine's "The City of God". Nevertheless, the gods, who were dismissed by the thought leaders from the duties of managing life and death of people, contrary to forecasts, did not leave this world at all. They remained and reincarnated, they enter into breathtaking alliances between themselves and lead exhausting and fierce wars. And if many opposing gods find themselves in the same territory, the consequences of their hostility affect even those who deny their reality. The gods are alive as long as they are believed in, and as much alive as much they are believed in. Protagoras, who did not consider it possible to reliably establish the existence of the gods, was convinced of the need to venerate them. After all, even if you personally do not believe in any gods, it would be extremely presumptuous of you to exclude the factor of their influence from life. The Protagorean position "Man is the measure of all things, of the things that are, that they are, and of the things that are not, that they are not" makes evident not only the ontology of our ideas about reality for us, but also the fact that these ideas can become a reality not only for us. It can be a creative plan that was realized in a Gothic cathedral or a musical symphony, a physical theory or a philosophical treatise – where the personal, sometimes even intimate aspects of the spiritual life of the author(s) reach the "objective" level of social being. But the matter is not limited to this kind of visual (to a greater or lesser extent) objectivations, because when the famous sophist spoke about this human privilege, he meant the relationship of people with heaven (it cost him accusations of godlessness and exile from Athens). The question can be, of course, not about gods as such, but about sociocultural ideas about gods, which are made up of people's ideological patterns, and, in turn, influence these patterns (Halapsis, 2015). They can be called egregors in the spirit of some mystical teachings, or interpreted in the manner of Neil Gaiman (remember his famous "American Gods"), or somehow else. In any case, no matter how we treat belief in the existence of gods as personalities, the fact of faith in them is quite clearly historically fixed, and since belief causes the actions of participants in historical processes corresponding to it, it is quite impossible to dismiss such facts. Since the religious forms of identity previously had no less significance than today (and in most cases much more), then the conversation about the religions of antiquity should be conducted with no less seriousness than about the religions of modernity. To understand the ancient culture, one should get rid of the habit of viewing its religious sphere as an amusing fable, where even a beautiful retelling does not negate the fact that its content – in the opinion of the narrator himself – is a lie. The following text is an attempt to interpret the religious patterns of the ancient Greeks and Romans as anthropological invariants that define the existential patterns for subsequent eras. And besides purely historical, there are other reasons that make the reconstruction of the religious beliefs of classical Antiquity relevant to people of the XXI century. Traditionally, the Greek and Roman religions are regarded as past practices and plots that have little or no effect on our own relationship to the divine world. We readily recognize ourselves as the spiritual heirs of the Greeks and Romans in the fields of science and philosophy, the theory of state and law, art and life, but not in the religious sphere. In accordance with church tradition, a line is built from Adam to Abraham, from Abraham to Moses, from him to the rest of the prophets (Old Testament), then to Jesus and the apostles (New Testament), and further to modern Christianity (of course, each the confession treats the history of the last two millennia in favorable optics). Homer and Hesiod, Orpheus and Musaeus, the Delphic oracle and the Sibyls, the Greek philosophers and the Roman legislators simply do not fit into this scheme. However, as Simon Goldhill 159 ISSN 2227-7242 (Print), ISSN 2304-9685 (Online) Антропологічні виміри філософських досліджень, 2018, Вип. 14 Anthropological Measurements of Philosophical Research, 2018, NO 14 АНТРОПОЛОГІЧНА ПРОБЛЕМАТИКА В ІСТОРІЇ ФІЛОСОФІЇ doi: 10.15802/ampr.v0i14.150756 © A. V. Halapsis, 2018 (2004) notes, "the problem is that ancient Greece cannot just be "different". It is one of those privileged sources from which modern Western culture derives its own values" (p. 87). Taking over the forms of the ancient worldview, the people of the West simply could not but adopt the forms of their religiosity, even if in a veiled form. What are these forms? This article reveals some of them to the attention of readers. Ancient Greek religiosity has been the object of numerous studies, because it is difficult to overestimate the significance of religion for the formation of the Hellenic civilization. The Greeks had words for "customs", "sacrifices", "prayers", "temples", "hymns", "priests", "sacred things", "gods", "piety", but they did not have a word that could collectively denominate all the above under a general term such as "religion" (Polinskaya, 2013, p. 3). According to Jan Bremmer, "religion was such an integral part of Greek life that the Greeks did not have a separate word for "religion" (Bremmer, 1994, p. 2). Indeed, "it is almost impossible to separate religion, as a category, from the rest of life in the ancient world" (DuBois, 2014, p. 57). On the other hand, it is possible to speak about the "religion of the Greeks" quite notionally, as each city had its own cult, only partly associated with the common Hellenic one. The ancient Greek religion is largely a reconstruction of the later eras than something that existed as a "religion" in our understanding. The geopolitical fragmentation of the Greek world resulted in the existence of many centers of religious life in ancient Greece (Mikalson, 2010, p. 47; Parker, 2005, p. 70; Versnel, 2011, p. 88). In different polises and localities of Hellas, the same gods were worshiped under different epithets, sometimes in the same polis there were several temples of the same gods, who, in accordance with their epithets, were honored in different ways. Fustel de Coulanges noted: "The fact that two cities gave their god the same name should not lead us to conclude that they worshiped the same god" (Fustel de Coulanges, 2010). Ian Bremmer also notes that «Every city had its own pantheon in which some gods were more important than others and some gods not even worshiped at all... Yet the various city-religions overlap sufficiently to warrant the continued use of the term "Greek religion"» (Bremmer, 1994, p. 1). Walter Burkert (1985) stated that the ancient Greek religion was a plurality in unity, because despite local peculiarities, "the Greeks themselves viewed various manifestations of their religious life as essentially compatible, because the diversity of practice in devotion to the same gods was not questioned even by Greek philosophy" (p. 8). In one degree or another, the unity of Greek religiosity is recognized by other researchers (Parker, 2005, p. 66; Price, 1999, p. 3; Sissa, & Detienne, 2000, p. 155; Versnel, 2011, p. 240). In forming the spiritual unity of the Greeks, poetry played an enormous role (Vernant, 1993, p. 100), however, it is necessary to distinguish between the gods of poetry and the gods of cults, for "Deities of Greek poetry, in a sense, both were (by name, physical appearance, and sometimes function) and were not (by local cult myths, ritual, and sometimes function) the deities whom each Greek personally worshiped (Mikalson, 2010, p. 35). Here we see the amazing anthropological responses to myth-theological challenges. The diversity of reality, suggesting the parallel existence of the same gods in different lacunae, allowed opposite interpretations of divinity, which required special skill in the transition between different registers or foci of consciousness (Versnel, 2011, p. 90). Herewith the Greeks managed to do this procedure so skillfully that their models (interpretations of divinity) were not directly opposed to each other. And philosophy was born as an interpretation: if they had had a single cult and strict creed, it might not have arisen. This Greek "postmodernism" is very different from the Roman religious worldview already because the latter spread from one center, and at the level of the base code it had a much greater de160 ISSN 2227-7242 (Print), ISSN 2304-9685 (Online) Антропологічні виміри філософських досліджень, 2018, Вип. 14 Anthropological Measurements of Philosophical Research, 2018, NO 14 АНТРОПОЛОГІЧНА ПРОБЛЕМАТИКА В ІСТОРІЇ ФІЛОСОФІЇ doi: 10.15802/ampr.v0i14.150756 © A. V. Halapsis, 2018 gree of integration (another thing is that having already become a world empire, Rome experienced the actions of deities, not all of whom were supportive of it, and some were clearly hostile). Charles King identifies three basic conceptual mechanisms of the Roman religion: polymorphism, meaning that gods can have multiple identities with incompatible attributes, orthopraxy, focusing on standardized ritual rather than standardized faith, and piety (pietas), the Roman ideal of mutual commitment, which was flexible enough to allow the Romans to maintain relations simultaneously with several gods at different levels of personal commitment (King, 2003). In my article I will also focus on other features of the Roman religion, as well as on its differences from the Greek one. Purpose The purpose of the article is the reconstruction of ancient Greek and ancient Roman models of religiosity as anthropological invariants that determine the patterns of thinking and being of subsequent eras. Statement of basic materials Arguments about the essence of man will remain empty without being tied to the specific cultural and historical conditions within which this personality is developing. The very idea of "personality" and its inherent properties, rights (let us recall the doctrine of "natural law", etc.) is also historically conditioned. And the tradition, thanks to which our contemporaries talk about such things, did not arise yesterday or the day before yesterday. The basic patterns of our thinking and our relationship to the world began to form in Antiquity; therefore, turning to it has the meaning of self-knowledge. Science and philosophy, the doctrine of state and law, ethics and fine arts, inherited from the Greeks and Romans, were considered by them in close connection with religious concepts and ideals, only in the context of which they acquired their meaning. Therefore, the reconstruction of ancient religious paradigms is necessary for a deeper understanding of those ideological patterns that underlie the worldview of modern man. For most of our contemporaries, the differences between the Greek and Roman religions are almost entirely reduced to different designations (names) of the same gods. The facts of the mutual influence of Greek and Roman religiosity and the parallelism of mythological plots can be cited in favor of this point of view. However, even if the Greeks and Romans prayed to the same gods, it is not at all the fact that they treated them equally. The actual absence of professional clergy in the sense that it was established in later times was also greatly contributed to the absence of any dogmatism, which is why the corresponding religious beliefs did not have a rigid framework. The Greek gods did not hide from people in other words, they were near, accompanying man from birth to death. They gave strength to his sails, and they smashed his ships, they pulled him into the abyss, and they gave him salvation, they took care of his harvest, and they sent diseases to him. And although not all the Greeks took the poets' stories at face value, few of them doubted the very existence of the gods. How can you doubt those who are present here, near, whose strength you feel in the tumult of the elements and the change of seasons, in the storm at sea and lightning breaking the skies, in the noise of the forest and the greatness of the stars, in the breath of the earth and the whisper of the stars? The intimate relationship with the gods was also manifested in the absence of intermediaries between man and the gods. The priests only maintained the temples in decent condition, but they did not take over the function of the representatives of heaven. Each Greek could independently appeal to the gods, who were specific individuals, whose visualization (for example, in the form 161 ISSN 2227-7242 (Print), ISSN 2304-9685 (Online) Антропологічні виміри філософських досліджень, 2018, Вип. 14 Anthropological Measurements of Philosophical Research, 2018, NO 14 АНТРОПОЛОГІЧНА ПРОБЛЕМАТИКА В ІСТОРІЇ ФІЛОСОФІЇ doi: 10.15802/ampr.v0i14.150756 © A. V. Halapsis, 2018 of marble statues) served only as an auxiliary means for establishing special relations with the higher forces. Here, one of the markers will be exactly the fact with what forces these relations are established and the nature of their features. Anyone who wishes to form a holistic view of the ancient Greek religion has every chance of despairing very quickly in the performance of their intention. It is difficult to find gods, regarding the origin, details of the biography, and sometimes – the functions, in relation to which numerous myths come to consensus. Robert Parker compares the Greek pantheon with a heaped line basket that no one considered necessary to tidy up (Parker, 2005, p. 387). However, it is possible to try to clean up this basket. But for this, one should turn not to the myths themselves, but to their background. The absence of universally recognized dogma texts by the Greeks and Romans creates considerable difficulties for the reconstruction of their spiritual life, but we have enough data on religious practices to derive from them the canonically unformed, but effective, due to its motivational potential, content of the views that determined the fundamental parameters of the evolution of relevant civilization projects. Philosophy is primarily interested in the experience of the spirit from its ancient laboratory – experience, the consequences of which continue to influence our own projects. Throughout the entire historical period, and almost everywhere in Greece, Zeus was considered the supreme Greek god. However, the supreme god was not the main addressee of the prayers of the Greeks, being the personification of abstract cosmic justice, too far from the needs of a particular Hellene. Therefore, "religious holidays in honour of Zeus are few, since a number of his functions were entrusted to other gods – executors of the will of Zeus, who were in much closer relations with man (italics added by me. – A. H.)..." (Losev, 1991, p. 221). Usually the role of the mortals in establishing close relations with the heavens is rather passive; they act only as objects to which the interest of higher powers is directed. Practically in all religions of the world there are plots about how gods choose individuals for expressing their will, often gods patronize those who could draw their attention to themselves, sometimes whole nations become favorites of gods. But for the gods themselves to participate in the casting for the favor of the mortals – such examples are few. But the Greeks have them at least two. Paris became a judge in the contest of divine beauty, the participants of which did not hesitate to commit acts of corruption in relation to him. The second well-known example is the dispute between Athena and Poseidon over the right to rule Attica, and this dispute was resolved by people who determined the degree of usefulness of the divine gifts. In both cases, the rival gods tried to please the mortals, and in both cases the result had far-reaching consequences. The decision of Paris led to the Trojan War, but the audience award received by Athena turned out to be much more significant. Athena had the subjects whom she favoured with knowledge and skills, and to whom she granted her patronage. Her rule turned out to be very beneficial, because most of the achievements that the Hellenes were proud of – craft, science, art, polis organization of public life – were due to Athena. Therefore, the most luxurious temples were dedicated to her, majestic statues were put to her, her image was decorated with vases, coins, etc. A. F. Losev noted that Athena is equal in importance to Zeus, and sometimes even surpasses him (Losev, 1991, p. 72). A close relationship with (some) gods means that the celestials live the life of their people, they support and take care of it. Gods share victories and holidays with people, but also in trouble they do not abandon their wards. And when hard days came, a resident of Attica knew whose help he could count on. However, it should be borne in mind that although in the inter-Hellenic conflicts Athena behaves as befits the ruler of Attica, in the conflicts of the Greeks with the barbarians she is always on the side of the Greeks. Thus, this goddess acts in two roles: as the ruler 162 ISSN 2227-7242 (Print), ISSN 2304-9685 (Online) Антропологічні виміри філософських досліджень, 2018, Вип. 14 Anthropological Measurements of Philosophical Research, 2018, NO 14 АНТРОПОЛОГІЧНА ПРОБЛЕМАТИКА В ІСТОРІЇ ФІЛОСОФІЇ doi: 10.15802/ampr.v0i14.150756 © A. V. Halapsis, 2018 of one of the regions of Little Greece (there was even the epithet "Athena of Athens" (Polinskaya, 2013, p. 10)) and as an all-Hellenic goddess-protector. Each Greek polis had its own palladium – a sacred image of Athena, which was a city talisman; her image, and not the image of the supreme god Zeus, or the military god Ares. An idea of the power of the warrior goddess can be obtained from a story about how, pursuing the running giant Enceladus, she brought down the island of Sicily on him (Apollodorus, 1921, p. 45). The Greeks were convinced that every nation has its own celestial curator, who not only protects his own subjects (to the extent that the supreme god allows), but is also responsible for their well-being. (By the way, interesting parallels can be found in Deuteronomy (chapter 32, verse 8)), where the number of nations is related to the number of heavenly inhabitants. The Synodal Bible, however, refers to the "sons of Israel", but in modern translations the word "angels" is used in this place or even "gods"; for example, in the New Revised Standard Version we read: "When the Most High apportioned the nations, when he divided humankind, he fixed the boundaries of the peoples according to the number of the gods" (Coogan, Brettler, Newsom, & Perkins, 2010, p. 304). Apparently, it was this fragment that allowed Pseudo-Dionysius the Areopagite to assert that God had assigned one of the angels to every people (Dionysius the Areopagite, 1899, p. 36). Such an idea was implicitly implied behind the external outline of the narration of Greek myths; Plato himself writes about the division of the world between the gods as a well-known fact (Plato, 1997, p. 1295). The lovers asked for help from Aphrodite, the sailors from Poseidon, the merchants from Hermes; while all the Greeks prayed to Athena. The Greeks worshiped other gods; they loved Athena, not sparing their efforts and means, in order to express their gratitude to her. The gods ruled the whole world; Athena was their – Greeks' – goddess, she was their Ruler, Protector and Benefactor. Being subsequently ridiculed and anecdotized by Christian authors, the Hellenic myths were much more flexible than the ingenuous straightforwardness of the main plot of the Old Testament books. Reading the latter, you never get tired of being surprised by the fantastic persistence with which the "chosen people" resisted the will of their divine Patron. But if we consider the Old Testament history not as a reliable story, but as a metaphysical concept, a lot falls into place. In essence, Yahweh combines the features of a universal God with the features of a pagan deity, but if the presence of Zeus and other gods diverted from Athena possible reproaches of insufficient support, then Yahweh had no such "justification". The "ingratitude" of the Jews plays a key role in the concept of Judaism, making it possible to explain the fact that the people chosen by the One and Almighty God are being defeated by wicked polytheists. Still the Greek concept of separation of the supreme and beloved (domestic) deities both allowed to consistently describe the divine world and provided motivation for human actions. After all, although the gods have the capabilities incomparable with those of the mortals (what would the island thrower do to the enemy army?), the justice of the supreme god actually leveled these capabilities (when Zeus directly forbade Athena to use her Wunderwaffe, or when he opposed the power of other gods to her power). Consequently, the outcome of this or that battle is more dependent on weak and mortal people than on strong and immortal celestials. The Romans built relationships with the world of the gods in other way. Although they borrowed Greek mythological plots, and their poets tried to imitate Homer, the equivalence of the mythological component should not be misleading, because it plays far from the main role. After all, the sacred history in Judaism, Christianity and Islam is also almost identical, which in no way testifies to the identity of the religious models that serve as a guide to action for their followers. 163 ISSN 2227-7242 (Print), ISSN 2304-9685 (Online) Антропологічні виміри філософських досліджень, 2018, Вип. 14 Anthropological Measurements of Philosophical Research, 2018, NO 14 АНТРОПОЛОГІЧНА ПРОБЛЕМАТИКА В ІСТОРІЇ ФІЛОСОФІЇ doi: 10.15802/ampr.v0i14.150756 © A. V. Halapsis, 2018 The abundance of myths does credit to the creative imagination of the Greek people, but their storylines do not always contribute to piety. The Roman religion did not give grounds for licentiousness and irreverence, and in this, according to Dionysius of Halicarnassus, the main merit belongs to the legendary founder of Rome. The Greek historian noted with approval that Romulus dismissed all the myths in which the gods appear in an unattractive form, setting people to say only the good things about the gods (Halicarnassus, 1960, p. 363). Plutarch, however, attributed the beginning of the formation of a specific Roman religiosity to the rule of Numa Pompilius, who (in his opinion) was under Pythagorean influence. It is interesting that Plutarch ascribes to Numa the doctrine, in accordance with which the first principle of being is sensually imperceptible, invisible, indistinct and intelligible; from this followed the prohibition to honor God in the form of a man or animal, as well as to create his images; for a long time (170 years) the Romans allegedly followed this prohibition (Plutarch, 1967, p. 333). This suggests parallels with Judaism and Islam, which prohibit the image of God, as well as with the tradition of iconoclasm – from the Isaurian emperors of Byzantium to the Protestants. The majority of contemporary historians following Theodore Mommsen consider Romulus and Numa to be mythological characters (Cornell, 1995; Momigliano, 1990; RodríguezMayorgas, 2010; Wiseman, 1995). As Mary Bird noted, it was not Romulus who gave his name to the city, but, on the contrary, his name is derived from the name of the city; so Romulus is the archetypal "Mr. Rome" (Beard, 2015), chap. 2. However, there are those (for example, the Italian archaeologist Andrea Carandini), who hold the opposite point of view, considering the first kings to be historical figures (Carandini, 2011). I will not interfere in the discussions of historians. For me, the historicity of Romulus and Numa (as well as the historicity of other characters in early Roman history) is not critical. For historians it is important to find out how it really was, and for the tasks of my research it is much more important what the Romans thought about how it really was. I call a historical figure the person about whom the history speaks as about a "historical figure", who could fit into it. Since one has become part of a mythologema, taken into account and used by the spirit in its historical evolution, he or she has become history, and this fact itself is sufficient to state that in a historical sense this one is not at all nobody (even if there are doubts about his or her physical existence). It is indicative that both Greek authors point out the differences between the Roman version of religiosity and the traditional Greek beliefs that are familiar to them, and Plutarch points out the closeness of the Roman code to the most mysterious philosophical and mystical teaching of Hellas. Athena in the Roman pantheon corresponds to Minerva, who is part of the Capitoline Triad (along with Jupiter and Juno). But the Greek parallels were made later, and Minerva was originally the Etruscan Menrva who "changed citizenship", the goddess of motherhood and craft; she was also a protector of the cities, portrayed in military armament and with a spear, was part of the Etruscan triad (along with Tinia and Uni) (Nemirovskiy, 1991, p. 361). Having "enticed" the goddess of their enemies, the Romans could not fail to find in her the similar features with the patroness of their teachers. However, the Minerva for the Romans is not at all the same as Athena for the Greeks, and the matter is not only in its national sympathies and political projects. Unlike the Greeks, whose gods besides external anthropomorphism were human-like also in actions, the Romans were inclined to perceive gods as abstractly universal cosmic entities. If Greek mythology is dramatic (the amorous adventures of the immortals, their quarrels and intrigues, causing the indignation of philosophers by their simplicity, were considered by most Hellenes to be quite permissible pastime), then Roman religiousness stays away from all this. An exception can be considered poetic 164 ISSN 2227-7242 (Print), ISSN 2304-9685 (Online) Антропологічні виміри філософських досліджень, 2018, Вип. 14 Anthropological Measurements of Philosophical Research, 2018, NO 14 АНТРОПОЛОГІЧНА ПРОБЛЕМАТИКА В ІСТОРІЇ ФІЛОСОФІЇ doi: 10.15802/ampr.v0i14.150756 © A. V. Halapsis, 2018 works created as direct imitation of Greek originals, which, incidentally, have almost no religious significance. Therefore, Minerva is Athena, and not Athena, Venus is both Aphrodite and not Aphrodite, and of course Jupiter is the one the Greeks honored under the name "Zeus", but this is "not quite" Zeus. The supreme god of the Romans is not at all like the hero-lover who is fed up with power; he is the universal principle that rules the world and can manifest himself in a particular personality. The Olympians dispelled the boredom of eternal life by rivalry with each other, in which they gladly involved the mortals, while the Roman gods did not confront each other at all, not because of corporate ethics, but because the entire Roman pantheon represented different aspects of the unified cosmic principle. So, Mars is an expression of the power of Jupiter, Ceres – fertility, Venus – love, etc. This multidimensionality of the supreme deity partly corresponds with the concept of "hypostasis" in Neo-Platonists and in Christian theology. No matter what thunders and lightning Christian writers threw at the pagans, they themselves, with all their desire, could not completely get rid of pagan intellectual patterns when adapting the Middle Eastern religion to forms acceptable to the descendants of Romulus and the heirs of Athena. These latter (Greeks) relatively easily accepted Christianity to a large extent precisely through the traditions of the Roman religion of Jupiter, since, although the cult of Olympians was preserved in Greece conquered by Rome, the ideas were undoubtedly intertwined. Ye. M. Shtaerman (1991) noted that "... as the monotheistic tendencies increased, Jupiter was considered not only as supreme, but as the only god ("everything is full of Jupiter"), as the soul or mind of the world, the ether that generates and accepts into itself" (p. 647). Roman (and already under its influence – Greek) polytheism in its most elite version turned out to be much more universal (and therefore less "pagan") than the strict monotheism of the Old Testament, tied to the interests and history of only one people (however, there is an opinion that a clear transition to monotheism among the Jews was outlined only in the Roman period of their history, in particular, by Philo of Alexandria, and in the Hebrew Bible it is virtually absent (Serandour, 2005)). The Roman religious paradigm basically allowed the reduction of all divine aspects to one Personality. Of course, it was not monotheism in the truest sense of the word; rather, Jupiter embodied the supreme will of the "community of gods", which acted as one. As Christopher Jones (2012) notes, many pagans are inclined to monotheism or to modified monotheism, who considered one god to be far superior to all others. There is even the term "pagan monotheism", which was devised to describe monotheistic tendencies in the Greco-Roman world (Mitchell, & Van Nuffelen, 2010; Van Nuffelen, 2012). Such a construction is not devoid of meaning, but it may be misunderstood, given the tradition of using the respective terminology. In essence, monotheism and polytheism are habitual clichés that have a very conventional relation to the content of belief in the supernatural. Pure monotheism is extremely rare; it is not so much a religion as a philosophical concept. Christian theologians and mystics used up a lot of paper, describing the angelic hierarchy. With their vigorous imagination, pious authors tried to level out the simple idea that an omnipotent and self-sufficient God does not need helpers or a bureaucratic apparatus. Protestantism is closer to the idea of monotheism than Catholicism and Orthodoxy (with their cult of saints and the Virgin Mary), but it is also far from pure monotheism, because Protestant theologians cannot ignore those places in the Bible where angels and demons are mentioned (by the way, what do the latter expect, entering into the struggle with the Almighty?). It is quite another thing if monotheism is declared in milder forms, sprouting through polytheism in the form of one of its versions, as is the case with the Roman religion. Jupiter could have many aspects, so there was no contradiction in the appearance of "new" gods, for these gods 165 ISSN 2227-7242 (Print), ISSN 2304-9685 (Online) Антропологічні виміри філософських досліджень, 2018, Вип. 14 Anthropological Measurements of Philosophical Research, 2018, NO 14 АНТРОПОЛОГІЧНА ПРОБЛЕМАТИКА В ІСТОРІЇ ФІЛОСОФІЇ doi: 10.15802/ampr.v0i14.150756 © A. V. Halapsis, 2018 were only other forms of worship of Jupiter. And there was no contradiction in his veneration under various names. If Jupiter manifested himself here and in this way, it is logical to worship him in that way, if there and in other way, then he will be worshipped accordingly. The main gods are the main aspects ("hypostases"), the minor gods corresponded to the minor aspects (minor from the point of view of the interests of the whole community, but for the current interests of a particular person this aspect could turn out to be the most important, and for another person – the other one). The main gods had their official (appointed by the community) priests – pontifices, and the pontifex board were headed by a great pontifex, which symbolized the integrity of the cult. At the same time, Jupiter was not directly positioned either as the only one or as the almighty. Ted Peters counted nine different conceptual models of God: atheism, agnosticism, deism, theism, pantheism, polytheism, henotheism, pantheism, and eschatological pantheism (Peters, 2007). If we talk about the Roman religion, it seems to me that it is closest to henotheism. The latter is a point of view, according to which there are many gods, but all of them are subject to one supreme god and carry out his will. Dirk Baltzli even claims that henotheism was the dominant approach to the gods among the pagan philosophers of antiquity (Baltzly, 2016), and it is difficult to disagree. Judean monotheism was not only unwilling to part with its "paganism" (as a national commitment to the detriment of the universal), but also refused to recognize the possibility of considering the God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob in "aspects", even if they were hypostases of Trinity; the expected Messiah must be a divine Messenger and a King, but not God. This, by the way, is one of the reasons why, for the most part, the Jewish people did not accept Christianity. And the same hypothesis explains the fact that the distance between universalist polytheism and universalist monotheism occurred much shorted than between the monotheistic paganism of the Old Testament and the universal monotheism of the New one. Originality The multiplicity of Greek mythology to a large extent contributed to the diversity of expression forms of the Greek genius, who manifested himself in various fields of cultural activity, without being concerned about bringing the results to a certain unity – political, philosophical, religiousdogmatic. The myths, in which people chose gods, can be seen as a symbol of the mutual obligations of people and celestials, and hardly any other culture could have the idea of man as the measure of all things, at least in the Protagorean sense. Although religion was a state (polis) creed, there were many cults and interpretations far removed from any kind of Olympic orthodoxy (the Orphic movement, the Pythagorean order, etc.). Philosophy itself appears as an intellectual interpretation of religious experience. The variability and selectivity of the ideological system provoked a creative understanding of reality and in many respects contributed to the formation of the "Greek miracle". The poverty of the mythological component of the Roman world outlook system was compensated by a clear awareness of the unity of the community, which for all historical vicissitudes had always remained an unchanging ideal, and which was conceived as a reflection of the unity of the heavens. The Romans were neither inclined to create grandiose mythological constructions, nor to reflect on the place of the divine in the world. However, they were scrupulous about the observance of standard religious procedures in order to be confident in the approval of their actions from heaven. The auspices that accompanied each more or less significant event in the life of both the Roman community and the individual citizen were a symbol of such a strategy (the need to maintain pax deorum). And if Greek anthropology developed under the sign of creative diversity, then the sign of Roman anthropology was the integrity of the collective, which was the only environment where a person could realize himself. 166 ISSN 2227-7242 (Print), ISSN 2304-9685 (Online) Антропологічні виміри філософських досліджень, 2018, Вип. 14 Anthropological Measurements of Philosophical Research, 2018, NO 14 АНТРОПОЛОГІЧНА ПРОБЛЕМАТИКА В ІСТОРІЇ ФІЛОСОФІЇ doi: 10.15802/ampr.v0i14.150756 © A. V. Halapsis, 2018 These two approaches to the divine predetermined the formation of two interacting, but conceptually different anthropological models of Antiquity. Conclusions I suppose it would not be a great exaggeration to assert that Western ideas about divinity are invariants of two main theological concepts – "Greek" (naturalism and paganism) and "Roman" (transcendentalism and henotheism). Of course, we are talking about ideal types, so these two tendencies can co-exist in the same society. So, speaking of Greek naturalism and paganism, I have in mind the popular religion, and not the philosophical speculations, which were often far from both of them. In Roman society too, besides monotheistic (henotheistic) tendencies, the researcher will easily find both pagan and naturalistic tendencies. Nevertheless, the selected ideal types allow a deeper understanding of the culture of both the two ancient societies and their heirs. The mole of history turned out to be a great joker. The Roman trend continued to be implemented by the anti-Roman religion, which took the Roman form and the Roman name. Modern "Romans" are trying to get rid of the last elements of religious naturalism, so it is not surprising that at the Second Vatican Council the Roman Church made fasts non-binding, and the "Roman" Protestants proclaimed renunciation thereof even earlier. On the other hand, it is not by chance that it was the Greek tradition that retained the fast and many other "Hellenic" elements when the two "Roman" branches of Christianity abandoned them in whole or in part. Patterns can be fancily transformed, but the observational view will still be able to identify their lineage. Thus, iconoclasm was a Byzantine version of the Reformation, promoted by the Isaurian emperors and failed due to the strong Hellenistic naturalistic lobby. I believe that the reader will have no difficulty to draw other parallels. REFERENCES Apollodorus. (1921). The Library (Vol. I). J. G. Frazer (Ed.), Trans. London: W. Heinemann. (in English) Areopagite, D. (1899). Works (Vol. 2). J. Parker, Trans. London: James Parker and Co. (in English) Baltzly, D. (2016). Divine immutability for Henotheists. Sophia, 55(2), 129-143. doi: 10.1007/s11841-015-0472-2 (in English) Beard, M. (2015). SPQR: A History of Ancient Rome. New York: Liveright. (in English) Bremmer, J. N. (1994). Greek Religion (Vol. 24). Oxford: Oxford University Press. (in English) Burkert, W. (1985). Greek Religion. J. Raffan, Trans. Cambridge: Harvard University Press. (in English) Carandini, A. (2011). Rome: Day one. S. Sartarelli, Trans. Princeton: Princeton University Press. (in English) Coogan, M., Brettler, M., Newsom, C., & Perkins, P. (Eds.). (2010). The new Oxford annotated Bible with apocrypha: New revised standard version (4 Edit.). New York: Oxford University Press. (in English) Cornell, T. J. (1995). The Beginnings of Rome: Italy and Rome from the Bronze Age to the Punic Wars (c. 1000-264 BC). London: Routledge; New York: Taylor & Francis Group. (in English) DuBois, P. (2014). A Million and one Gods: The persistence of polytheism. Cambridge: Harvard University Press. (in English) Fustel de Coulanges, N.-D. (2010). Drevniy gorod. Religiya, zakony, instituty Gretsii i Rima. L. Igorevskiy, Trans. from Engl. Moscow: Tsentrpoligraf. (in Russian) Goldhill, S. (2004). Love, sex, & tragedy: How the ancient world shapes our lives. Chicago: University of Chicago Press. (in English) Halapsis, A. V. (2015). On the nature of the Gods, or epistemological polytheism as history comprehension method. European Philosophical and Historical Discourse, 1(1), 53-59. (in English) Halicarnassus, D. (1960). The Roman Antiquities (Vol. 1, Books 1-2). E. Cary, Trans. Cambridge: Harvard University Press. (in English) 167 ISSN 2227-7242 (Print), ISSN 2304-9685 (Online) Антропологічні виміри філософських досліджень, 2018, Вип. 14 Anthropological Measurements of Philosophical Research, 2018, NO 14 АНТРОПОЛОГІЧНА ПРОБЛЕМАТИКА В ІСТОРІЇ ФІЛОСОФІЇ doi: 10.15802/ampr.v0i14.150756 © A. V. Halapsis, 2018 Jones, C. P. (2012). The Fuzziness of "Paganism". Common Knowledge, 18(2), 249-254. doi: 10.1215/0961754X-1544932 (in English) King, C. (2003). The Organization of Roman religious beliefs. Classical Antiquity, 22(2), 275-312. doi: 10.1525/ca.2003.22.2.275 (in English) Losev, A. F. (1991). Afina. In Y. M. Meletinskiy (Ed.), Mifologicheskiy slovar (pp. 72-73). Moscow: Sovetskaya entsiklopediya. (in Russian) Losev, A. F. (1991). Zevs. In Y. M. Meletinskiy (Ed.), Mifologicheskiy slovar (pp. 220-221). Moscow: Sovetskaya entsiklopediya. (in Russian) Mikalson, J. D. (2010). Ancient Greek religion (2 Edit.). Malden: Wiley-Blackwell. (in English) Mitchell, S., & Van Nuffelen, P. (Eds.). (2010). One God: Pagan monotheism in the Roman Empire. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. (in English) Momigliano, A. (1990). The classical foundations of modern historiography. Berkeley: University of California Press. (in English) Nemirovskiy, A. I. (1991). Menrva. In Y. M. Meletinskiy (Ed.), Mifologicheskiy slovar (p. 361). Moskow: Sovetskaya entsiklopediya. (in Russian) Parker, R. (2005). Polytheism and society at Athens. New York: Oxford University Press. (in English) Peters, T. (2007). Models of God. Philosophia, 35(3-4), 273-288. doi: 10.1007/s11406-007-9066-8 (in English) Plato. (1997). Complete Works. J. M. Cooper, & D. S. Hutchinson (Eds.). Indianapolis: Hackett. (in English) Plutarch. (1967). Lives (Vol. I). B. Perrin, Trans. Cambridge: Harvard University Press. (in English) Polinskaya, I. (2013). A local history of Greek polytheism: Gods, people, and the land of Aigina, 800–400 BCE. (XXVIII, Book 178). Leiden: Brill. (in English) Price, S. (1999). Religions of the ancient greeks. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. (in English) Rodríguez-Mayorgas, A. (2010). Romulus, Aeneas and the cultural memory of the Roman Republic. Athenaeum, 98(1), 89-109. (in English) Serandour, A. (2005). On the appearance of a monotheism in the religion of Israel (3rd Century BC or Later?). Diogenes, 52(1), 33-45. doi: 10.1177/0392192105050601 (in English) Shtaerman, Y. M. (1991). Yupiter. In Y. M. Meletinskiy (Ed.), Mifologicheskiy slovar (pp. 646-647). Moskow: Sovetskaya entsiklopediya. (in Russian) Sissa, G., & Detienne, M. (2000). The daily life of the Greek Gods. J. Lloyd, Trans. Stanford: Stanford University Press. (in English) Van Nuffelen, P. (2012). Beyond categorization "Pagan monotheism" and the study of ancient religion. Common Knowledge, 18(3), 451-463. doi: 10.1215/0961754X-1630332 (in English) Vernant, J.-P. (1993). Greek religion. In M. Eliade (Ed.), The Encyclopedia of Religion (Vol. 6, pp. 99-118). New York: Macmillan Publishing. (in English) Versnel, H. S. (2011). Coping with the Gods: Wayward readings in greek theology. Leiden: Brill. (in English) Wiseman, T. P. (1995). Remus: A roman myth. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. (in English) LIST OF REFERENCE LINKS Apollodorus. The Library / Apollodorus ; Ed. and Trans. by J. G. Frazer. – London : W. Heinemann, 1921. – Vol. I. – 473 p. Areopagite, D. Works / D. Areopagite ; Trans. by J. Parker. – London : James Parker and Co., 1899. – Vol. II. – 168 p. Baltzly, D. Divine Immutability for Henotheists / D. Baltzly // Sophia. – 2016. – Vol. 55, Iss. 2. – P. 129–143. doi: 10.1007/s11841-015-0472-2 Beard, M. SPQR: A History of Ancient Rome / M. Beard. – New York : Liveright, 2015. – 608 p. Bremmer, J. N. Greek Religion / J. N. Bremmer. – Oxford : Oxford University Press, 1994. – Vol. 24 : Greece & Rome: New Surveys in the Classics. – 121 p. Burkert, W. Greek Religion / W. Burkert ; Trans. by J. Raffan. – Cambridge : Harvard University Press, 1985. – 493 p. Carandini, A. Rome: Day One / A. Carandini ; Trans. by S. Sartarelli. – Princeton : Princeton University Press, 2011. – 184 p. The New Oxford Annotated Bible with Apocrypha: New Revised Standard Version / Eds. by M. Coogan, M. Brettler, C. Newsom, P. Perkins. – 4 Edit. – New York : Oxford University Press, 2010. – 2416 p. 168 ISSN 2227-7242 (Print), ISSN 2304-9685 (Online) Антропологічні виміри філософських досліджень, 2018, Вип. 14 Anthropological Measurements of Philosophical Research, 2018, NO 14 АНТРОПОЛОГІЧНА ПРОБЛЕМАТИКА В ІСТОРІЇ ФІЛОСОФІЇ doi: 10.15802/ampr.v0i14.150756 © A. V. Halapsis, 2018 Cornell, T. J. The Beginnings of Rome: Italy and Rome from the Bronze Age to the Punic Wars (c. 1000–264 BC) / T. J. Cornell. – London : Routledge ; New York : Taylor & Francis Group, 1995. – 527 p. DuBois, P. A Million and One Gods: The Persistence of Polytheism / P. duBois. – Cambridge : Harvard University Press, 2014. – 208 p. Фюстель де Куланж, Н.-Д. Древний город. Религия, законы, институты Греции и Рима / Н.-Д. Фюстель де Куланж ; пер. с англ. Л. Игоревского. – Москва : Центрполиграф, 2010. – 414 с. Goldhill, S. Love, Sex, & Tragedy: How the Ancient World Shapes Our Lives / S. Goldhill. – Chicago : University of Chicago Press, 2004. – 345 p. Halapsis, A. V. On the Nature of the Gods, or Epistemological Polytheism as History Comprehension Method / A. V. Halapsis // Evropský Filozofický a Historický Diskurz. – 2015. – Sv. 1, Vyd. 1. – S. 53–59. Halicarnassus, D. The Roman Antiquities : in 7 Vol. / D. Halicarnassus ; Trans. by E. Cary. – Cambridge : Harvard University Press, 1960. – Vol. I, Books 1-2. – 553 p. Jones, C. P. The Fuzziness of "Paganism"/ C. P. Jones // Common Knowledge. – 2012. – Vol. 18, Iss. 2. – P. 249–254. doi: 10.1215/0961754X-1544932 King, Ch. The Organization of Roman Religious Beliefs / Ch. King // Classical Antiquity. – 2003. – Vol. 22, No 2. – P. 275–312. doi: 10.1525/ca.2003.22.2.275 Лосев, А. Ф. Афина // Мифологический словарь / под ред. Е. М. Мелетинского. – Москва : Советская энциклопедия, 1991. – С. 72–73. Лосев, А. Ф. Зевс / А. Ф. Лосев // Мифологический словарь / под ред. Е. М. Мелетинского. – Москва : Советская энциклопедия, 1991. – С. 220–221. Mikalson, J. D. Ancient Greek Religion / J. D. Mikalson. – 2 Edit. – Malden : Wiley-Blackwell, 2010. – 256 p. One God: Pagan Monotheism in the Roman Empire / Eds. by S. Mitchell, P. Van Nuffelen. – Cambridge : Cambridge University Press, 2010. – 250 p. Momigliano, A. The Classical Foundations of Modern Historiography / A. Momigliano. – Berkeley : University of California Press, 1990. – 162 p. Немировский, А. И. Менрва / А. И. Немировский // Мифологический словарь / под ред. Е. М. Мелетинского. – Москва : Советская энциклопедия, 1991. – с. 361. Parker, R. Polytheism and Society at Athens / R. Parker. – New York : Oxford University Press, 2005. – 576 p. Peters, T. Models of God / T. Peters // Philosophia. – 2007. – Vol. 35, Iss. 3–4. – P. 273–288. doi: 10.1007/s11406-007-9066-8 Plato. Complete Works / Plato ; Eds. by J. M. Cooper, D. S. Hutchinson. – Indianapolis : Hackett Publishing Co., 1997. – 1808 p. Plutarch. Lives / Plutarch ; Trans. by B. Perrin. – Cambridge : Harvard University Press, 1967. – Vol. 1. – 582 p. Polinskaya, I. A Local History of Greek Polytheism: Gods, People, and the Land of Aigina, 800–400 BCE / I. Polinskaya. – Leiden : Brill, 2013. – XXVIII, Book 178 : Religions in the Graeco-Roman World. – 719 p. Price, S. Religions of the Ancient Greeks / S. Price. – Cambridge : Cambridge University Press, 1999. – 230 p. Rodríguez-Mayorgas, A. Romulus, Aeneas and the Cultural Memory of the Roman Republic / A. RodríguezMayorgas // Athenaeum. – 2010. – Vol. 98 (1). – P. 89–109. Serandour, A. On the Appearance of a Monotheism in the Religion of Israel (3rd Century BC or Later?) / A. Serandour // Diogenes. – 2005. – Vol. 52, Iss. 1. – P. 33–45. doi: 10.1177/0392192105050601 Штаерман, Е. М. Юпитер / Е. М. Штаерман // Мифологический словарь / под ред. Е. М. Мелетинского. – Москва : Советская энциклопедия, 1991. – С. 646–647. Sissa, G. The Daily Life of the Greek Gods. / G. Sissa, M. Detienne ; Trans. by J. Lloyd. – Stanford : Stanford University Press, 2000. – 312 p. – (Series: Mestizo spaces / Espaces métissés). Van Nuffelen, P. Beyond Categorization "Pagan Monotheism" and the Study of Ancient Religion / P. Van Nuffelen // Common Knowledge. – 2012. – Vol. 18, Iss. 3. – P. 451–463. doi: 10.1215/0961754X-1630332 Vernant, J.-P. Greek Religion / J.-P. Vernant // The Encyclopedia of Religion / Ed. M. Eliade. – New York, 1993. – Vol. 6. – p. 99–118. Versnel, H. S. Coping with the Gods: Wayward readings in greek theology / H. S. Versnel. – Leiden : Brill, 2011. – 594 p. Wiseman, T. P. Remus: A Roman Myth / T. P. Wiseman. – Cambridge : Cambridge University Press, 1995. – 260 p. 169 ISSN 2227-7242 (Print), ISSN 2304-9685 (Online) Антропологічні виміри філософських досліджень, 2018, Вип. 14 Anthropological Measurements of Philosophical Research, 2018, NO 14 АНТРОПОЛОГІЧНА ПРОБЛЕМАТИКА В ІСТОРІЇ ФІЛОСОФІЇ doi: 10.15802/ampr.v0i14.150756 © A. V. Halapsis, 2018 О. В. ХАЛАПСІС 1* 1*Дніпропетровський державний університет внутрішніх справ (Дніпро, Україна), е-пошта prof.halapsis@gmail.com, ORCID 0000-0002-9498-5829 МІРА ВСІХ БОГІВ: РЕЛІГІЙНІ ПАРАДИГМИ АНТИЧНОСТІ ЯК АНТРОПОЛОГІЧНІ ІНВАРІАНТИ Метою статті є реконструкція давньогрецької і давньоримської моделей релігійності як антропологічних інваріантів, що визначають патерни мислення й буття наступних епох. Теоретичний базис. Автор застосував положення Протагора про те, що "людина є мірою усіх речей" до реконструкції релігійної сфери культури. Я виходжу з того, що кожна історична спільнота людей має набір властивих їй уявлень про принципи реальності, на підставі яких виникають унікальні "всесвіти смислів". Історичний простір набуває антропологічних властивостей, які визначають специфічну міфологію відповідних суспільств, а також їх духовних спадкоємців. Зокрема, релігійні моделі Стародавньої Греції та Стародавнього Риму справили величезний вплив на формування світогляду християнської цивілізації Заходу. Наукова новизна. Мультисюжетність олімпійської міфології сприяла різноманіттю форм вираження грецького генія, який проявив себе в різних областях культурної діяльності, котрі не зводилися до політичної, філософської або релігійної єдності. Бідність римської міфології компенсувалася чітким усвідомленням єдності громади, яка при всіх історичних перипетіях завжди залишалося незмінним ідеалом, і мислилась як відображення єдності небес. Ці два підходи до божественного визначили формування двох взаємодіючих, але концептуально різних антропологічних парадигм Античності. Висновки. Західні концепції божественності є інваріантами двох основних теологічних концепцій – "грецької" (натуралізм та язичництво) і "римської" (трансценденталізм і генотеїзм). Йдеться про ідеальні типи, тому ці дві тенденції можуть співіснувати в одному суспільстві. Римський тренд продовжила реалізовувати антиримська релігія, яка прийняла римські форми і римське ім'я. Іконоборство було візантійським варіантом Реформації, який просували імператори-ісаврійці та який був провалений завдяки сильному еллінському натуралістичному лобі. Сучасні "римляни" прагнуть позбутися останніх елементів релігійного натуралізму, а сучасні "греки" намагаються зберегти еллінські елементи в християнстві. Патерни можуть трансформуватися, але спостережливий погляд все ж зможе ідентифікувати їх родовід. Розроблена модель дозволяє глибше зрозуміти культуру як двох античних суспільств, так і світогляд західної людини. Ключові слова: генотеїзм; політеїзм; монотеїзм; людина; Античність; релігія; міф; язичництво; антропологія А. В. ХАЛАПСИС 1* 1*Днепропетровский государственный университет внутренних дел (Днипро, Украина), е-почта prof.halapsis@gmail.com, ORCID 0000-0002-9498-5829 МЕРА ВСЕХ БОГОВ: РЕЛИГИОЗНЫЕ ПАРАДИГМЫ АНТИЧНОСТИ КАК АНТРОПОЛОГИЧЕСКИЕ ИНВАРИАНТЫ Целью статьи является реконструкция древнегреческой и древнеримской моделей религиозности как антропологических инвариантов, определяющих паттерны мышления и бытия последующих эпох. Теоретический базис. Автор применил положение Протагора о том, что "человек есть мера всех вещей" к реконструкции религиозной сферы культуры. Я исхожу из того, что каждая историческая общность людей обладает набором присущих ей представлений о принципах реальности, на основании которых возникают уникальные "вселенные смыслов". Историческое пространство приобретает антропологические свойства, которые определяют специфическую мифологию соответствующих обществ, а также их духовных наследников. В частности, религиозные модели Древней Греции и Древнего Рима оказали огромное влияние на формирование мировоззрения христианской цивилизации Запада. Научная новизна. Мультисюжетность олимпийской мифологии способствовала многообразию форм выражения греческого гения, который проявил себя в разных областях культурной деятельности, не сводимых к политическому, философскому или религиозному единству. Бедность римской мифологии компенсировалась четким осознанием единства 170 ISSN 2227-7242 (Print), ISSN 2304-9685 (Online) Антропологічні виміри філософських досліджень, 2018, Вип. 14 Anthropological Measurements of Philosophical Research, 2018, NO 14 АНТРОПОЛОГІЧНА ПРОБЛЕМАТИКА В ІСТОРІЇ ФІЛОСОФІЇ doi: 10.15802/ampr.v0i14.150756 © A. V. Halapsis, 2018 общины, которое при всех исторических перипетиях всегда оставалось неизменным идеалом, и которое мыслилось как отражение единства небес. Эти два подхода к божественному предопределили формирование двух взаимодействующих, но концептуально различных антропологических парадигм Античности. Выводы. Западные концепции божественности являются инвариантами двух основных теологических концепций – "греческой" (натурализм и язычество) и "римской" (трансцендентализм и генотеизм). Речь идет об идеальных типах, поэтому эти две тенденции могут сосуществовать в одном обществе. Римский тренд продолжила реализовывать антиримская религия, принявшая римские формы и римское имя. Иконоборчество было византийским вариантом Реформации, продвигавшимся императорами-исаврами и провалившимся благодаря сильному эллинскому натуралистическому лобби. Современные "римляне" стремятся избавиться от последних элементов религиозного натурализма, а современные "греки" пытаются сохранить эллинские элементы в христианстве. Паттерны могут причудливо трансформироваться, но наблюдательный взгляд все же сможет идентифицировать их родословную. Разработанная модель позволяет глубже понять культуру как двух античных обществ, так и мировоззрение западного человека. Ключевые слова: генотеизм; политеизм; монотеизм; человек; Античность; религия; миф; язычество; антропология Received: 23.03.2018 Accepted: 20.11.2018